
A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs 
Chapter 3:1-35: Happy is the one who finds wisdom 
 
Verses 1-12: Keep the commandments of God: wisdom from God is about attaining insight into 
the meaning of life and creation. Blessings come with obeying wisdom and living a disciplined 
life; a blessed life is marked by peace. Peace is abundant life, well-being, living in harmony 
without fear, anxiety. Blessings of abundant life is manifested in compassionate living and 
described in verse 10 as, ‘barns overflowing and plenty of wine’ . Wisdom lights up the mind to 
be kind and faithful. Kindness and fidelity are God’s character [attributes] in his relationship 
with Israel that one must emulate [Exodus 34:6, ‘God is merciful, steadfast in love and faithful’]. 
Proverbs visualize the heart as a tablet on which love and fidelity are written. They must be 
adorned, as in ancient practice of putting an engraved metal around the neck for  good luck 
charm. ‘Neck’ is also a metaphor for soul; wisdom must be internalized, then from the soul 
flows respect and obedience for God’s commandments! 
 
In the bible ‘heart’ [leb in Hebrew] is a synonym for mind, thinking and will or the faculty of 
reason. Heart is seat of human actions, the inner self. From the heart flows desire for 
relationship with God and others. Heart has the capacity to choose good and reject bad. 
Hardness of heart would mean a false-self, unrelating, unkind and rebellious self. God speaks to 
the heart/conscience [Jeremiah 17:10, ‘I the Lord search the mind and try the heart’]. The 
‘fools’ are known for lacking in proper function of the heart. Keep the heart uncorrupted is the 
function of wisdom [Jeremiah 31:33; Psalm 51:7, ‘God’s creates a new heart in the seeker of 
wisdom]. 
 
‘Be not wise in your eyes’ [verse 7]:  A wise person trusts in the Lord for light and direction and 
knows one’s own limitations [‘only the fool would claim that he is wiser than others’, Jeremiah 
9:23]. With wisdom comes humility and dependence on God for guidance. Wise person 
considers trials and suffering as a way of discipline from God, sign of his love, just as a parent 
who disciplines a child! Trials are medicinal, like iron being purified in the fire; it is conversion 
for a sinner. 
 
Verses 13-35: Wisdom is tree of life: ‘Tree of life’ [Genesis 2:9; Sirach 24:13-17] is a metaphor 
for health, longevity, good life associated with wisdom. Blessedness of life is in producing fruits 
of wisdom [fruits of the Spirit in Galatians 5:22]. God’s wisdom is displayed in creation, in its 
order, direction and fruitfulness [creation is called cosmos=orderly house built by wisdom]. 
Wisdom helps to navigate through dangerous waters of life as Noah’s ark sailing over the 
waters of big floods. One who has wisdom has prudence and understanding and he/she will not 
stumble. Creation responds to God the creator in its natural way with awe; a person of wisdom 
responds to God in fidelity and obedience, then ‘when you lie down, your sleep will be sweet’ 
[verse 24]. 
 
Love your neighbor: verse 29-30 is a Hebrew poetic word play [rea=neighbor and raa=harm]. 
Doing good for your neighbor cannot be delayed. Anyone in the world is a neighbor to you. 
Good must be rendered lest your neighbor be in jeopardy. Wisdom teaches urgency of 



neighborly action [‘as you give, so you get’, Job 34:11] . Avoid vile, dangerous disposition of the 
heart against fellow beings. For a violent person, might is right and uses all machinations to 
expand one’s domination. Wisdom converses with the just [example Abraham, Noah [Genesis 
6:9; 18:17]. The violent are scorners and they will be scorned; there is no wisdom in them. Fools 
disgrace themselves. ‘Fear of God’ [wisdom] is to shun evil and to honor God is to honor 
oneself. Forgetting wisdom or a parent’s teaching is to shame oneself. If wisdom’s warnings are 
ignored one would reap the effects of one’s own choices [consequences of actions either for 
good or for bad]. Wisdom shouldn’t be a source for pride but it is for harmonious relationship 
with God and neighbor! 
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